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One Peak Partners and Morgan Stanley Lead Single Largest Investment in Graph Technology



London. – Nov. 01, 2018 – Neo4j (https://neo4j.com/?ref=pr-Sarum), the leader in graph databases,

announced today that it has closed an $80 million Series E funding round led by One Peak Partners

(http://onepeakpartners.com/) and Morgan Stanley Expansion Capital

(https://www.morganstanley.com/im/en-us/institutional-investor/about-us/investment-teams/private-credit-and-equity/expansion-capital-team.html).





Neo4j’s latest round also includes the following existing investors: Creandum

(https://www.creandum.com/), Eight Roads (https://eightroads.com/en/) and Greenbridge Partners

(https://www.greenbridgelp.com/). Since its founding in 2007, Neo4j has raised a total of $160 million in

growth funding –  the largest cumulative investment into a graph database company. Today’s funding

helps Neo4j continue to deliver customer success with graph-powered business applications, while

increasing investment in the company’s flagship graph platform to support popular use cases, including

graph-enabled artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) systems.



David Klein, Co-founder and Managing Partner of One Peak Partners, who co-led Neo4j’s Series E funding

round, drew an interesting parallel:



“Similar to how Oracle revolutionised the way organisations use data by innovating, scaling and

maturing relational databases, Neo4j is leading the way in how connected data drives next-generation

business applications," said Klein."We see great potential for using graph data as a means for powering

and enriching AI and other learning applications by providing context. Only Neo4j has the technological

expertise and insight into customer needs to be successful in delivering on graph-powered AI.”



Robert Bassman, Managing Principal of Morgan Stanley Expansion Capital, explained the decision to invest

in Neo4j:



“We believe that Neo4j is at the forefront of a new database category,” said Bassman. “Graph

databases are emerging as a key part of enterprise data infrastructure and are being used to build and

transform critical business applications. Neo4j’s increased traction with enterprise customers

underscores the demand for databases built for today’s connected world. We’re thrilled to be

investing in Neo4j to help bolster their leadership position while continuing to push the entire category

forward.”



With more than 300 customers (https://neo4j.com/customers/?ref=pr-Sarum), including UBS

(https://neo4j.com/users/ubs/?ref=pr-Sarum), Walmart

(https://neo4j.com/case-studies/walmart/?ref=pr-Sarum), eBay

(https://neo4j.com/case-studies/ebay/?ref=pr-Sarum), Adobe

(http://www.odbms.org/blog/2018/07/on-using-graph-database-technology-at-behance-interview-with-david-fox/),

Volvo, Orange (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6evgeAl549o) and AstraZeneca, Neo4j is the world’s most

widely deployed graph database, enabling connected data applications for more than 75% of the Fortune
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100. Neo4j's clear category leadership has attracted a thriving ecosystem of leading systems integrators

like Capgemini and EY, cloud service providers including Amazon Web Services, Google Cloud Platform and

Microsoft Azure, plus a wide range of technology companies offering complimentary tools for

visualisation, data integration and analytics.



Forrester Research (https://go.forrester.com/), a leading global research and advisory firm, has already

noted Neo4j's leading position in the graph technology space.



“Neo4j continues to dominate the graph database market," wrote Forrester. "Neo4j released version 1.0

of the open source Neo4j property graph database in 2010 and since then has continued to deliver

innovation and expand the product to support broader use cases. Today, Neo4j is used by many of the

world’s largest companies in industries such as technology, travel, financial services, retail,

telecommunications, and government.” Vendor Landscape: Graph Databases, Forrester Research, Inc.,

October 6, 2017. 



Emil Eifrem, Neo4j's CEO and Co-Founder, welcomed new investment partners One Peak Partners and Morgan

Stanley Expansion Capital.



"I’m immensely proud of what Neo4j has achieved," said Eifrem. "We have taken graph databases from an

idea to a product and now to a platform that serves mission-critical needs at the world’s leading

banks, telcos, retailers, technology companies, auto manufacturers and logistics brands. This latest

funding round will provide Neo4j with the resources to serve our new and existing customers with the best

graph platform to harness connected data for AI."



For more information about what Neo4j’s funding announcement means to its customers, the developer

community and the database industry, view Emil Eifrem’s Blog

(https://neo4j.com/emil/80-million-series-e/?ref=pr-Sarum).



Resources

•	Neo4j Graph Platform (https://neo4j.com/product/?ref=pr-Sarum)

•	Neo4j on Twitter (https://twitter.com/neo4j)

•	Neo4j on LinkedIn (https://www.linkedin.com/company/neo4j/)

•	Neo4j on YouTube (https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCvze3hU6OZBkB1vkhH2lH9Q)

•	Neo4j is hiring (https://neo4j.com/jobs/?ref=pr-Sarum) 



About Neo4j

Neo4j is the leading graph database platform that drives innovation and competitive advantage at Airbus,

Comcast, eBay (https://neo4j.com/case-studies/ebay/?ref=pr-Sarum), NASA

(https://neo4j.com/users/nasa/?ref=pr-Sarum), UBS (https://neo4j.com/users/ubs/?ref=pr-Sarum), Walmart

(https://neo4j.com/case-studies/walmart/?ref=pr-Sarum) and more. Thousands of community

(https://community.neo4j.com/?ref=pr-Sarum) deployments and more than 300 customers harness connected

data with Neo4j to reveal how people, processes, locations and systems are interrelated. Using this

relationships-first approach, applications (https://neo4j.com/use-cases/?ref=pr-Sarum) built using Neo4j

tackle connected data challenges including artificial intelligence, fraud detection, real-time

recommendations and master data. Find out more at neo4j.com (https://neo4j.com/?ref=pr-Sarum).  
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About One Peak Partners

One Peak is a specialist private equity firm investing in growth stage technology and tech-enabled

companies. It provides growth capital to exceptional entrepreneurs, with a view to transform innovative

and rapidly growing businesses into lasting, category-defining industry leaders. Portfolio companies

include Coople, HighQ, DocPlanner, Quentic, Spryker Systems, Concentra Analytics, and others.

www.onepeakpartners.com (http://onepeakpartners.com/)



About Morgan Stanley Expansion Capital

Morgan Stanley Expansion Capital is the growth-focused private investment platform within Morgan Stanley

Investment Management. Funds managed by Morgan Stanley Expansion Capital target growth equity and credit

investments within technology, healthcare, consumer, digital media and other high growth sectors. For

over three decades, Morgan Stanley Expansion Capital has successfully pursued growth investment

opportunities and has completed investments in over 190 companies leveraging the global brand and network

of Morgan Stanley. For further information about Morgan Stanley Expansion Capital, please visit

www.morganstanley.com/im/expansioncapital

(https://www.morganstanley.com/im/en-us/institutional-investor/about-us/investment-teams/private-credit-and-equity/expansion-capital-team.html).
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